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To WPC partners ESSnet Big Data II  

Cc  

from Vera Ivanova  

 

subject: Draft minutes 11th WPC meeting ESSnet BD II by WebEx 14nd January 2020 

2020-01-17 

  
Participants  

Galya Stateva (PL WPC) - BG   Donato Summa - IT   

Olav ten Bosch - NL   Johannes Gussenbauer - AT   

Heidi Kühnemann - DE   Aidan Condron - IE   

Jacek Maślankowski - PL   Kostadin Georgiev - BG   

Johannes Kolu - FI   Vera Ivanova – technical assistant - BG   

 

The proposed agenda is:  

1. Starter Kit ver. 1.0: state-of-play  
2. Questions for discussion (prepared by Heidi) 
3. RMF ver. 2.0: Quality section 
4. AOB  - feedback from Vienna meeting  
 

1. Starter Kit ver. 1.0: state-of-play   
 
During the Vienna meeting there was a discussion between Kostadin, Jacek, Johannes (FI) and Heidi to 
start the preparation of Starter Kit and Heidi will be the coordinator of this small sub-group. She 
created the repository, sent to all WPC members Starter Kit v.1 about social media and uploaded it on 
Github. The software originates from Polish statistics work on social media presence during ESSnet on 
BigData I. Heidi explained briefly, what she had done.  
 
Kostadin presented shortly that he had developed Starter Kit v.1 about URL inventory starting with 
URL retrieval as Jupiter notebook script. The script is very first draft and has many bugs and he has to 
clear them. There is not description of the code and explanation of the workflow yet.  He explained 
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the process of URL retrieval where he uses machine learning techniques to predict the enterprise 
websites. Due to lack of experience with ML methods,  he asked for help in this part. On Galya’s 
suggestion Donato will support Kostadin with the ML procedure, although this procedure was not 
written by him but by his colleague who had retired.  
 
Olav made clear Dutch Statistics has appropriate software which could be used by all. He will send the 
link as background or methodology document so that Galya could publish it on wiki page at WPC 
section. According to Jacek ML part will be useful and he approved of Jupiter notebook and 
commented that they will use the same approach as Donato. Jacek deems that the Starter Kit should 
have a manual. He also shared his idea to prepare the Python software not like applications but like 
modules. The aim of the replacement of applications used in WP2 with modules is to make the 
software more versatile for user needs. Jacek also explained that the Starter Kit will be both for ITs and 
statisticians since there will be two tracks in the guidelines and two platforms – one for developers 
and one for users. Other discussed issue was the problem with using Google or Bing search engines 
because they are paid and in case of a great number of queries they block the request.  
 
Galya reminded to all the deadlines for this deliverable – there is short time to prepare Starter Kit v.1 
since it should be published by the end of March this year that means that it should be submitted to 
the Review board at the beginning or at the middle of March at the latest. Jacek stressed on the 
flexibility of the proposed by him solution of modules and for this reason, he is of the opinion that the 
deadlines are very likely to be met. There was also a discussion on the potential users of the Starter Kit 
and the different options: to test it internally within WPC and also with WPJ Innovative tourism 
statistics who webscrape tourist websites and WPB; to develop v.1, then have three months to test it 
and then produce v.2 which probably will have more modules when we already have feedback by other 
users; the third approach is to send it to all participants in ESSnet Big data project and ask them to test 
one or more modules. All agreed that it is more appropriate to develop Starter Kit v.1, test it and then 
produce v.2. Jacek proposed to upload on Github the repository of his approach next week and then 
to proceed in the same way with the approach of the others. For the moment, he will communicate 
with the small sub-group by email and later maybe by a special web-ex meeting. 
 
 

2. Questions for discussion (prepared by Heidi) 
 

All agreed to postpone the discussion on the questions prepared by Heidi for the next web-ex meeting 
as meanwhile they will submit their answers by email.  

3. RMF ver. 2.0: Quality section 

The questionnaire which Jacek filled in for the quality issues for the Vienna meeting is in fact SIMS v.1 
for webscraping enterprise characteristics and it will be included under point 2 in Quality section. Galya 
will send SIMS 2.0 structure in Word format by email to discuss it at the next meeting. Regarding point 
1 of the Quality section, Jacek is still waiting for WPK to develop the quality guidelines so that to be 
compliant with them. He expects them to be ready in the next few months, first or second quarter. 
Galya reminded him that we could still wait by the end of March or by April. Nevertheless WPC priority 
for the moment is Starter Kit v. 1.0 and then RMF v.2. 
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4. AOB  - feedback from Vienna meeting 

Galya announced that any comments on the minutes from the Vienna meeting could be send to her 
or to Monica by Monday, 20 January. Olav and Aidan have remarks. Galya will present their positions 
on respectively the need of the Web Intelligence Hub for its own search engine and the need for 
focusing on data protection and GDPR in webscraping template at the implementation track 
coordination meeting next month. To this aim Galya asked Olav and Aidan to send her by email their 
questions prepared in short texts. 

Conclusions: 

 Donato will support Kostadin with the ML procedure; 

 Olav will send the link to the Dutch urlfinding software; 

 All agreed that it is more appropriate to develop a Starter Kit v.1 in order to test it and then 
produce v.2;  

 Jacek proposed to upload on Github the repository of his approach next week and then to 
proceed in the same way with the approach of the others. For the moment he will 
communicate with the small sub-group by email cc-ing Galya and later maybe by a special web-
ex meeting; 

 All agreed to postpone the discussion on the questions prepared by Heidi for the next web-ex 
meeting as meanwhile they will submit their answers by email;  

 Galya will send SIMS 2.0 structure in Word format by email to discuss it at the next meeting; 

 Olav and Aidan will send their remarks on the minutes from the Vienna implementation track 
meeting; 

 Olav and Aidan will send to Galya by email their questions prepared in short texts about the 
need of the Web Intelligence Hub for its own search engine and the need for focusing on data 
protection and GDPR in webscraping template so that Galya could present their position at the 
implementation track coordination meeting next month. 

 

Next web-ex meeting: 18th February 2020. 


